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In recent papers, a notion of algebraic module specification has been introduced, along with 
operations to combine them. Here we take a closer look at the operations of union of module 
specifications with import and export interfaces and of actualization of the parameter 
specification that the two interfaces share. We show that both the standard and parametrized 
actualization are compatible with the previously introduced notion of submodule and with the 
union operation. R: 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the framework of modular development of large software systems [21, 271, a 
new algebraic specification concept called a “module,” was introduced by Ehrig and 
Weber [ll] and developed further in [ 1, 2, 61. The module concept extends the 
notion of the abstract data type as formulated in [ 193 and combines the notions of 
parameterization as in [8, 143, of implementation as in [7, 41, and of information 
hiding in the sense of [17]. The first step toward the formalization of modules with 
interfaces can be found in [ 161, where hidden functions are treated by adding to 
the data type an export interface containing only the visible operations; this idea 
has been carried one step further by isolating an import interface to produce the 
modules discussed here. Other algebraic approaches to the problem of information 
hiding include the notions of behavioral abstraction and observability as in [ 15, 22, 
24, 251. 
An abstract module is an abstract data type [19] equipped with an import inter- 
face and an export interface. The import interface is given by an algebraic 
specification with loose semantics and represents the operations available inside the 
module (these operations have either been previously specified or been provided by 
the system as in the package STANDARD of the Ada language [26]). The export 
interface, also given by a specification with loose semantics, consists of the sorts 
and operations available to the user of the module (in Ada, this is the visible part of 
the package, i.e., the first list of declarative items in the package specification). The 
two interfaces are combined in the body of the module, which is intended to 
provide an implementation of the sorts and operations of the export interface using 
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those of the import interface. The operations in the body which are not in the 
export interface are considered “hidden” and not accessible from outside the 
module. The body is also represented by a specification, whose semantics is taken 
to be a free construction on import-algebras. Finally, the two interfaces are allowed 
to share a common parameter part, not modified by the implementation in the 
body. The semantics of a module specification is a functor from the category of 
import-algebras to the category of export-algebras. As a functor, it transforms 
isomorphic import-algebras into isomorphic export-algebras. 
The three basic operations on modules are composition, union, and actualization. 
In the composition Ml . M2 of two module specifications, the export and parameter 
of M2 are “matched” with the export and parameter of Ml via a pair of 
specification morphisms. The new module has the import interface of M2, the 
export interface and parameter part of M 1, and a body which is a “union” of the 
bodies of Ml and M2. We will not consider this operation here and refer the reader 
to [ 1, 5, 1 l] for a precise definition of the composition and the results on its 
induced semantics. 
The operation of actualization consists of replacing the parameter part of a 
module specification with an “actual” parameter using, again, a specification 
morphism. The import (export) interface of the new module is obtained by combin- 
ing the old import (export) with the actual parameter and the body by combining 
the new import, or, equivalently, the new export (see Section 3) with the old body. 
The new interfaces share no parameter or a new parameter part, depending on 
whether the actualization is standard or parametrized. 
The union of two module specifications Ml and M2 is a module specification 
whose interfaces, parameter part and body part, are the “union” of the 
corresponding specifications of the two modules. The union of disjoint modules or 
the “disjoint” union of modules that share a common part, which we are willing to 
duplicate, poses no difficulties. But special care is needed if the module 
specifications share a common part (possibly “translated” using a specification 
morphism) of the interfaces and/or of the parameter part which is not to be 
duplicated. The union, in different cases, has been introduced in [2]. 
In this paper, we take a closer look at the operations of union and actualization 
of modules and show that the two operations are compatible. In Sections I and 2, 
we review the definition and basic results of module and submodule specification 
and the operation of the union of modules. The interaction of actualization with 
submodule specifications and the union operation is discussed in Sections 3 and 4, 
respectively. In Section 5, we consider a simple case of parametrized actualization 
and its behavior with respect to the union of modules. The discussions in this paper 
focus primarily on the basic algebraic case. 
1. MODULES AND SUBMODULES 
In this section, we review the basic notions of module specification with import 
and export interfaces as introduced by Ehrig and Weber in [ 1 l] and of submodule 
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specification as presented first in [2]. For a full treatment, see [ 11. All the algebraic 
specifications considered in this paper are of the form (S, 2, E), where S is a set of 
sorts, C is a family of sets of operator symbols indexed by S* x S, and E is a set of 
equations (or universal Horn clauses). If SPEC is a specification, we denote by 
SPEC the category whose objects are SPEC-algebras and whose morphisms are 
SPEC-homomorphisms. Specification morphisms f: SPEC + SPEC’ are pairs 
(fs, fz) of functions preserving the equations in E (see [9] for details). The 
category of specifications and specification morphisms is denoted by CATSPEC 
and it is known [4, 91 to be closed under pushouts. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A module specification MOD is a 4-tuple (PAR, IMP, BOD, 
EXP) of specifications representing the parameter part, the import interface, the 
body, and the export interface, respectively, along with specification morphisms i, s, 
v, and e making the following diagram commutative 
e 
PAR - EXP 
4 v l (1) 
IMP - BOD 
s 
The morphisms e and s are assumed to be injective. Each of the specifications of 
MOD determines a category of algebras and each specification morphism a forget- 
ful functor between the appropriate categories. The diagram above then gives rise 
to the following commutative diagram in the category of SPEC-algebras categories 
and forgetful functors. 
“e 
PAR - EXP 
“i t “s t “” - (2) 
IMP - BOD 
Moving away from specifications (more precisely, disregarding the E part of the 
specifications) we can think of a module as a 4-tuple of classes of algebras (P, I, B, 
E) and four functors between these classes making a diagram like diagram (2) com- 
mute. If the parameter part is empty, this corresponds to the notion of a “package” 
in Ada [26]. The visible part, declared in the package specification, defines the 
sorts and operations (no equations) of the export interface, giving rise to the class 
of algebras E. The operations and sorts used (but not defined) in the body of the 
package constitute the import interface which is the signature of the class I. The 
body contains the signatures of both interfaces along with auxiliary sorts and 
operations defining the signature of the class B. The user of such a module will have 
available a specific algebra E E E corresponding to an “instance” of the package, i.e., 
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a specific triple (I, B, E) of algebras, belonging to the appropriate classes, deter- 
mined by the particular implementation of the package STANDARD and the 
particular definition of the operations and sorts of the import interface. A similar 
view can be taken of the “generics” of Ada, where the parameter part is nonempty. 
An example, illustrating the similarities, can be found in [ 11. 
Returning to our specifications and the definition of MOD, we now define the 
semantics of a module specification. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let MOD be a module specification as in Definition 1.1, 
with the commutative diagrams (1) and (2) and let FREE: IMP + BOD denote 
the free functor associated with the forgetful functor V, (i.e., its left adjoint). The 
(unrestricted) semantics of MOD is the functor 
SEM = I’, . FREE: IMP --) EXP. 
The restricted semantics of MOD is the functor 
RSEM = R, . SEM: IMP --t EXP, 
where R,: EXP -+ EXP is the restriction functor defined for every E E EXP by 
R,(E)=n {BEEXP: BcE, V,(E)= V,(B)}. 
A semantical constraint is imposed on the free functor FREE: we assume that 
FREE is strongly persistent, i.e., that Vs(FREE(A)) = A for any algebra A in IMP. 
1.3. Comments. The constraint on the functor FREE can be interpreted as 
requiring that the evaluation of any function defined in the body and with a range 
sort ss(r), for r an import sort, must always terminate with a unique value when 
using the defining “equations” as rewrite rules. Persistency of FREE implies, by the 
commutativity of diagram (2), that the parameter part Vi(A) of any import algebra 
A is the same as the parameter part I/,(SEM(A)) of the corresponding export 
algebra SEM(A). The restriction functor R,, when applied to SEM(A), reduces the 
carrier of the algebra available to the user of the module to those elements which 
can be constructed from the parameter part with the sole use of the visible 
operations (those in the export interface). By definition, the functor R, does not 
modify I/,(E) and so again we have V,(A) = V,(RSEM(A)). 
In [ll, 11, the functor FREE is required to be strongly conservative (i.e., 
strongly persistent and preserve injective morphisms) when using the restricted 
semantics. Intuitively, it requires that an IMP-subalgebra B of an IMP-algebra A 
produce a subalgebra FREE(B) of FREE(A) and it implies, since forgetful functors 
preserve monomorphisms, that (R)SEM( B) is a subalgebra of (R)SEM(A). It is 
also a technical condition needed to prove that the restricted semantic of the com- 
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position Ml . M2 of module specifications is the composition of the respective 
restricted semantics. We will not discuss composition in detail (see [ 11) and the 
requirement is not needed in treating union and actualization. 
We now give a simple example of a module specification to illustrate the two 
definitions. Let MOD be given by 
PAR = sort: elem 
IMP = PAR + 
sort: list 
opns: EMPTY: + list 
ADD: elem list -+ list 
EXP = PAR + 
sort: list 
opns: EMPTY: + list 
MAKE: elem + list 
REVERSE: list -+ list 
JOIN: list list -+ list 
eqns: REVERSE (EMPTY) = EMPTY 
REVERSE (MAKE(x)) = MAKE(x) 
REVERSE (REVERSE(x)) = x 
JOIN (EMPTY, x) =x 
BOD = IMP u EXP + 
eqns: MAKE(e) = ADD(e, EMPTY) 
JOIN (x, EMPTY) =x 
JOIN (ADD(e, x), y) = ADD(e, JOIN(x, y)) 
REVERSE(ADD(e, x)) = JOIN (REVERSE(x), MAKE(e)) 
with inclusions for the specification morphisms in diagram (1). Notice that PAR is 
not the largest specification shared by IMP and EXP, i.e., diagram (I) is not 
required to be a pullback but only to be commutative. 
The two semantics of MOD transform IMP-algebras into EXP-algebras. If X is 
any set and A is the IMP-algebra with 
A elem = x, Alist = power set of X 
EMPTY A = @ and ADD,(x,P)={xjuP 
then B = SEM(A) is the EXP-algebra with 
B elem = x, Blist = power set of X 
EMPTY,=@, MAKE,(x) = {x} 
REVERSE,(P) = P and JOIN,( P, Q) = P u Q. 
The restricted semantics RSEM provides a different EXP-algebra C= 
RSEM(A)=R,(B). While the parameter part C,,,, is the same as Aelem and the 
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operations of C are those of B, the carrier Clist is reduced to the collection of finite 
subsets of X, since these are the only elements of Biist representable using only X 
and the operations EMPTYc, MAKE,, REVERSEc, and JOIN,. 
The notion of submodule is needed to define the union of module specifications. 
From an intuitive point of view, a module MOD0 is a submodule of a module 
MOD1 if, given a reduction of an import algebra of MODl, it produces an export 
algebra which is a reduct of the corresponding export algebra of MOD1 and this is 
done by using a (translated) part of the body of MODl. We now make this formal. 
1.4. DEFINITION. A module specification MOD0 = (PARO, IMPO, BODO, 
EXPO) is a submodule specification of MOD1 = (PARl, IMPl, BODl, EXPl) if 
there exist four injective specification morphisms m, : PAR0 --) PAR1 ; m,: 
IMPO-,IMPl; mg: BODO+BODl; and mE: EXPO+ EXPI such that in the 
diagram 
Sl 
the top, the bottom, and the two side squares commute (the front and back squares 
commute by definition of module specification). 
Assumptions. We have already assumed (in 1.2) that both free functors, FREE0 
and FREEl, are strongly persistent. For MOD0 to be considered a submodule of 
MODl, the free construction FREE0 should reflect the construction FREE1 on the 
restricted import interface; we therefore require that V,,,, . FREE1 = FREE0 . I/,,. 
This is sufficient to relate the (unrestricted) semantics of MOD0 and MODl, while 
when using the restricted semantics we will also add the requirement that 
V,, . R,, = R, . I’,,. 
1.5. THEOREM. Given a submodule specification MOD0 of a module specification 
MOD1 satisfying the assumptions above, we have: 
(i) l’m,.SEM1=SEMO.I/,,and 
(ii) I’,,-RSEM 1 = RSEMO. I/,,. 
The proof of this theorem is straightforward using the definition of SEM and 
RSEM, the commutativity of the forgetful functors induced by the diagram in 
Definition 1.4, and the above assumptions. As already mentioned in [2], the notion 
of submodule specification is closely related to that of “refinement” and of 
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“extension” of module specifications introduced in [ 111. Finally, the assumption 
that Vm,. R,,= R, . V,, can be thought of as requiring the specification EXPl to 
be an “extension” (translated by mE) of the specification EXPO w.r.t. mp in the 
sense of [7, 81. 
2. UNION OF MODULES AND AMALGAMATED SUMS 
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are three basic operations that can be 
performed on module specifications: composition (discussed in [ 111 and [l I), 
union (introduced in [2] and reviewed in this section), and actualization (presen- 
ted in [l l] and outlined in the next two sections). 
Given two modules MOD1 and MOD2, their union provides a new module 
whose interfaces are obtained by combining the corresponding interfaces of MOD1 
and MOD2. If the two modules are disjoint or if the two modules share a common 
part which is expected to be duplicated (using, for example, a “renaming” 
declaration as in Ada), then the composite module MOD3 can be formed in a 
straightforward manner by taking the disjoint union of the corresponding 
specifications MOD3 = (PAR1 + PAR2, IMP1 + IMP2, BODl + BOD2, 
EXPl + EXP2). It is easy to see that the assumptions made in 1.2 are again 
satisfied. Any import-algebra of MOD3 is the disjoint union of an IMPl-algebra 
and an IMP2-algebra and the semantics of the resulting module MOD3 is given by 
SEM3(Al + A2) = SEMl(A1) + SEM2(A2), and similarly for the restriction 
semantics. 
If the two module specifications share a common part which is not intended to be 
duplicated, such as a common parameter part to be instantiated with the same 
actual parameter, or a common part of the interfaces such as the boolean type, then 
a more careful definition of union must be developed. The semantics of the union of 
such module specifications requires the notion of an amalgamated sum of algebras, 
which we define next. 
Let the diagrams 
fl Vl 
SPECO - SPECl SPECO- SPECl 
f2 
I J 
g1 v2 
I I 
Ul 
SPEC2 - SPEC3 SPECP - SPEC3 
92 u2 
be a pushout diagram in the category of specifications and specification morphisms 
and its corresponding pullback diagram in the category of SPEC-algebra categories 
and forgetful functors. 
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2.1. DEFINITION. If Ai E SPECi for i = 0, 1, 2 are algebras satisfying Vl (A 1) = 
AO= V2(A2) then the amalgamated sum A 1 +A,, A2 of A 1 and A2 w.r.t. A0 is the 
unique SPEC3-algebra A3 defined by 
if gl(sl)=s 
if g2(s2) = s 
if gl(a1) = 0 
if g2(a2) = (T 
for all sorts s E S3 and operators cr E C3. 
It has been argued in [2] and proved in [9] that A3 is a well-defined SPEC3- 
algebra. It has also been shown there that A3 can be defined implicitly using the 
pullback diagram above in the sense that A3 is the unique SPEC3-algebra such that 
Ul(A3) = A 1, U2(A3) = A2, and if B E SPEC for a specification SPEC with forget- 
ful functors Fi: SPEC -+ SPECi, satisfying Fi(B) = Ai for i = 1, 2, then there exists a 
unique forgetful functor F: SPEC + SPEC3 such that Fi = Vi. F and F(B) = A3. 
This implies that 
SPEC3= (Al +,,A2: AiESPECi, Vl(Al)=AO= V2(A2)} 
and we will refer to this last class of algebras as SPECl +SPECO SPECZ. It is also 
shown in [2] that, in the appropriate category UAlg, each amalgamated sum of 
two algebras can be viewed as a pushout. Note, finally, that if SPECO = Qr = AO, 
then A 1 + AO A2 is the disjoint union of A 1 and A2. 
We are now ready to given the precise definition of union of module 
specifications and its semantics when the modules share a common parameter part. 
2.2. DEFINITION. The union of MODi= (PAR, IMPi, BODi, EXPi) for i = 1,2, 
with respect to the shared parameter part PAR is the module specification 
MOD3 = (PAR, IMP3, BOD3, EXP3) denoted by MOD1 +,ARMOD2 and given 
by the pushout diagrams: 
i2 s2 e2 v2 
PAR -IMP2 -6OD2 PAR -EXP2 -BOD2 
il (a) el 
IMP1 - IMP3 Ef,, (b) -EXP3 
Sl vl 
BODl BOD3 BODl BOD3 
IMP3 and EXP3 are given by the pushout diagrams (a) and (b), respectively, while 
BOD3 is obtained as a pushout object of the outer square (they are the same by 
commutativity of the SPEC-diagrams of MOD1 and MOD2). The existence and 
uniqueness of s3 and u3 is guaranteed by the pushout properties of IMP3 and 
EXP3, respectively. It is easy to show that the diagram of MOD3 still commutes 
and satisfies the assumptions in 1.2. 
571/35/l-b 
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It has been argued earlier that every import-algebra of MOD3 has the form 
A 1 + pA 2 for Aie IMP1 and P E PAR and that every EXP3-algebra can be written 
as El + .E2 for Eie EXPi. This leads to the following theorem relating the 
semantics of MOD3 with those of MOD1 and MOD2. 
2.3. THEOREM. The semantics of MOD3 = MOD1 + ,,,,MOD2 as in 
Dejiinition 2.2 are given by 
(ii) SEM3(Al+.A2)=SEMl(Al)+.SEM2(,42) 
(ii) RSEM3(A 1 + pA2) = RSEMl(A 1) + ,,RSEM2(A2). 
We will abbreviate (i) and (ii) by writing SEM3 = SEMl + r,,SEM2 and RSEM3 = 
RSEMl+ rAR RSEM2, respectively. 
The case where the two module specification MODi= (PARi, IMPi, BODi, 
EXPi) share a subparameter part PAR0 with specification morphisms pi: PAR0 + 
PARi, for i = 1, 2, can be handled in a similar way by replacing, for example, in the 
diagram (a), 
i2: PAR + IMP2 with i2 * p2: PAR0 --* PAR2 --) IMP2 
and 
il: PAR + IMP1 with il ’ pl: PAR0 + PAR1 + IMP1 
and forming again the pushouts. It can be shown again that SEM3 = 
SEMl+ rARoSEM2 and similarly for RSEM3. The most genera1 case to be con- 
sidered is the union of two modules which share a common submodule that should 
not be duplicated. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let MOD0 = (PARO, IMPO, BODO, EXPO) be a submodule 
specification of MODj= (PARj, IMPj, BODj, EXPJ’) for j= 1,2 with specification 
morphisms 
mj, : PAR0 --+ PARj, mj,: IMP0 + IMPj, 
mj, : BODO -+ BODj and mjE: EXPO -+ EXPj 
satisfying the commutative properties of Definition 1.4. The union of MOD1 and 
MOD2 w.r.t. MODO, denoted by MOD1 + MoDoMOD2, is the module 
specification MOD3 = (PAR3, IMP3, BOD3, EXP3), where each of its 
specifications is obtained by forming the pushout of the corresponding 
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specifications in MODO, MODl, and MOD2 with the appropriate specification 
morphisms. The specifications PAR3 and IMP3, for example, are given by the 
diagram 
i0 
i3 
In this diagram, the back and left side squares are commutative since MOD0 is a 
submodule specification of MOD1 and MOD2; the top and bottom squares are 
pushout diagrams defining PAR3 and IMP3, respectively. The specification 
morphism i3 is unique by the universal property of the top diagram and it makes 
the front and right side diagrams commutative. The diagrams giving BOD3 and 
EXP3 can be constructed in a similar manner. It has been shown [2] that the 
resulting module specification satisfies the syntactical and semantical conditions of 
Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. 
If we take PAR0 = IMP0 = BODO = EXPO, then the above definition reduces to 
the union of module specifications sharing a common subparameter part. If the two 
module specification MOD1 and MOD2 share only part of the import (resp. 
export) interface, then we take PAR0 = EXPO = @ (resp. PAR0 = IMP0 = fzI) and 
IMP0 = BODO (resp. EXPO = BODO). 
2.5. THEOREM. The semantics of the module specification MOD3 = 
MOD1 + Mor,oMOD2 are uniquely given by 
(i) SEM3 = SEMl + sEMoSEM2 
(ii) RSEM3 = RSEMl + RsEMoRSEM2. 
Stated informally, the (unrestricted) semantics of MOD3 is the amalgamated 
sum of the semantics of MOD1 and MOD2 w.r.t. the semantics of MODO, where 
SEMl+ sEMOSEM2: IMP3 + EXP3 is defined by (SEMl + sEMoSEM2) 
(Al+,,A2)=SEMl(Al)+ sEMocao,SEM2(A2) for AiEIMPi, i= 0, 1,2 using the 
fact, stated earlier in this section, that IMP3 = IMP1 + IM,IMP2. The proof of 
both parts of this theorem makes explicit use of the assumptions made at the end of 
Definition 1.4 concerning submodule specifications. 
3. ACTUALIZATION AND SUBMODULES 
In this section, we first review the operation of actualization of module 
specifications (as introduced in [ll, 11) and then show its compatibility with the 
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notion of submodule specification. We restrict our attention here to standard 
actualization, postponing the discussion on a simple case of parameterized 
actualization to a later section. 
The operation of (standard) actualization of a module specification MOD = 
(PAR, IMP, BOD, EXP) consists of “replacing” the parameter part PAR by a non- 
parameterized specification ACT via a parameter passing morphism h: 
PAR -+ ACT. The result is a parameterless module specification whose interfaces 
are obtained by “gluing” the respective interfaces of MOD with ACT via the com- 
mon PAR part. The sorts and operations of ACT are also added to the BOD part 
of the module specification. If in Definition 1.1 we take PAR = IMP and EXP = 
BOD, we obtain a parameterized specification [S, 4, 141. In this case, actualization 
reduces to parameter passing in the sense of [7-91. 
3.1. DEFINITION. The result of actualizing the parameter part of the module 
specification MOD = (PAR, IMP, BOD, EXP) by an actual parameter 
specification ACT with the parameter passing morphism h: PAR + ACT is denoted 
by act,(ACT, MOD) and is the (parameterless) module specification MOD’= 
(0, IMP’, BOD’, EXP’) given by the diagram 
e 
PAR -EXP 
In this diagram, the top and left side squares are pushout diagrams defining EXP’ 
and IMP’, respectively, and BOD’ is obtained as the pushout object of the bottom 
square. The existence and uniqueness of the specification morphism u’ is guaranteed 
by the pushout property of EXP’, and u’ makes the front and right side squares 
commutative. The new free construction FREE’: IMP’ -+ BOD’ is again strongly 
persistent by the Extension Lemma in [S, 91. 
For notational convenience, we denote by e’: ACT + EXP’ and i’: ACT -+ IMP’ 
the specification morphisms induced by the pushout diagrams, even though they 
are not the specification morphisms 0 --f EXP’ and 0 --t IMP’ of the module 
specification MOD’. 
In the construction of MOD’, BOD’ is obtained by “gluing” IMP’ and BOD and 
u‘ is an induced specification morphism. Not only the roles of IMP’ and EXP’ can 
be reversed, but BOD’ can be obtained directly as the gluing of ACT and BOD. 
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3.2. LEMMA. The following are pushout diagrams 
he 
EXP -EXP’ 
v l e 
PAR -6OD 
” 
I 1 
VI h 
I I 
h 
b 
hb 
BOD -BOD’ ACT -BOD’ 
v’ . e’ 
The diagram in Definition 3.1 suggests a connection with the notion of sub- 
module specification. We prove it next. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. MOD = (PAR, IMP, BOD, EXP) is a submodule 
speczjkation of MOD(ACT) = (ACT, IMP’, BOD’, EXP’). 
Proof The specification morphisms h, hi, hb, and h, play the role of mp. m,, 
mB, and mE of Definition 1.4. The constraint V,, FREE’ = FREE. V,, is satisfied 
using the Extension Lemma in [9], since the bottom square in the diagram of 
Definition 3.1 is a pushout diagram. To show that V,< . R,. = R, . V,+, consider the 
pullback diagram induced by the pushout definition of EXP’: 
“e 
PAR- EXP 
ACT------ EX’P’ 
“e’ 
Then notice that, by definition of the restriction functor, V,. . R,. = V,, and 
I/, . R, = V, and that both Vh,. R,. and R,. V,e are functors from EXP’ to EXP 
satisfying V, . Vhe. R,, = V, . V,. = I/, . R, . Vhc. By the pullback property of EXP’, 
there exists onZy one such functor and the proof is complete. 
3.4. THEOREM. The unrestricted semantics act,(ACT, MOD) is uniquely given by 
SEM’ = idACT + idpaR SEM, 
where SEM is the semantics of MOD, and id,,, and idpAR are the identity functors 
on the categories ACT and PAR. 
Proof. By definition, each IMP’-algebra Z’ is of the form A + pZ for A E ACT, 
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PEPAR, and ZE IMP with V,(A) = P= Vi(Z). Since MOD(ACT) and 
act,(ACT, MOD) have the same unrestricted semantics, by 3.3 and 1.5 we have 
I’,<,(SEM’(Z)) = SEM( I’,#‘)) = SEM(Z) 
and 
V,.(SEM’(Z’)) = I’,, . VJFREE’(Z’)) = V~l’,(FREE’(Z’)) = I’#‘) = A. 
But we also have Vhp(A + .SEM(Z)) = SEM(Z) and V,(A + .SEM(Z)) = A. By the 
uniqueness of the amalgamated sum, SEM(Z’) = A + .SEM(Z). 
The correspondence between the restricted semantics of MOD and 
act,(ACT, MOD) is not as direct, if the semantics of ACT is not taken into 
account. We will come back to this point in Section 5. For now we can only 
establish the following result, which also appears in [11] with a direct proof. 
3.5. THEOREM. The restricted semantics RSEM’ of act,(ACT, MOD) satisfies 
Vhe. RSEM’ = RSEM . I’,,, and I’,. . RSEM’ = Vi 
when the domain of the finctors is restricted to the algebras A E IMP’, where VJA) 
is a homomorphic image of TACT, the initial algebra of ACT. 
Proof For such an algebra A EIMP’, R’(SEM’(A)) = R,.(SEM’(A)), where R’ 
is the restriction functor of @ + EXP’. The conclusion now follows from 
Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 3.3. 
We now show that the operation of (standard) actualization is compatible with 
the notion of submodule. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let MODO= (PARO, IMPO, BODO, EXPO) be a submodule 
spect$cation of MOD1 = (PARl, IMPl, BODl, EXPl) and ACT0 and ACT1 two 
actual parameter specifications with a spectfication morphism a: ACT0 + ACTl. 
Given parameter passing morphisms hj: PARj -+ ACTj for j= 0, 1 satisfying 
hl . mr = a. h0 (consistency of parameter passing), MODO(ACT0) is a submodule 
specification of MODl(ACT1). 
Remark. Recall that MODj(ACTj) is not the module specification act,(ACTj, 
MODj) resulting from “replacing” the parameter part with ACTj from which it dif- 
fers in the first specification of the 4-tuple which is ACTj rather than 0. Also the 
above situation includes the special case of ACT0 = ACTl, where h0 can be defined 
to be hl .rnr. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. For notational convenience, let MODO(ACT0) = (ACTO, 
IMP2, BOD2, EXP2) and MODl(ACT1) = (ACTl, IMP3, BOD3, EXP3) with 
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specification morphisms i2, ~2, v2, e2 and i3, ~3, v3, e3, respectively. Consider the 
diagram defining the new import interfaces 
mP 
PAR0 
I \hO 
% PAR1 
I \hl 
ho\ i 
I IMP2 
ml’ 
As in Definition 3.1, the back and top squares are commutative and the two side 
squares are pushout diagrams defining IMP2 and IMP3. Hence there exists a uni- 
que m;: IMP2 -+ IMP3 such that rn;. hOi = h li. m, and rn;. i2 = i3 . a. Similarly, 
there exists a unique ml,: EXP2 + EXP3 satisfying rn>. e2 = e3 . a and 
m’,.hO,=hl,.m, and a unique ml,: BOD2-+BOD3 with m~~hO,=hl,~m, and 
rnk. s2 = $3 . m;. It is straightforward to check that the commutativity properties set 
forth in Definition 1.4 are satisfied. We only need to verify the semantical 
assumptions. First of all, since FREE0 and FREE1 are strongly persistent then, by 
the Extension Lemma in [9], so are FREE2 and FREE3. To show that 
I’;;. FREE3 = FREE2. I/,;, consider the diagram 
IMP3 
FREE:! l Vme 
I 
with BOD2 the pullback object. By using the strong persistency of the free functors, 
we have 
vSz . V+. FREE3 = Vs2 . FREE2 . V,,,;, 
V ,,o~. V,,,, . FREE3 = VhOh. FREE2 . V,,,;, 
and 
V hO,. V,, . V,; . FREE3 = V, . V,,,, . Vm,. FREE3. 
By the pullback property of BOD2, there can be only one such functor from IMP3 
to BOD2. Hence V,+, . FREE3 = FREE2 . V,, ,. A similar argument shows that 
‘/m,. R,,, = Rti . V+ 
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3.7. COROLLARY. If the specification ACT1 is un extension of the specification 
ACT0 (in particzdar of ACT0 = ACTl) then act,,(ACTO, MODO) is a submodule 
specification of act,,(ACTl, MOD1 ). 
4. ACTUALIZATION AND UNION 
We now show that the operations of actualization and union of module 
specifications are compatible in the sense that an appropriate union of two modules 
actualized separately yields the same module that can be obtained by an 
appropriate actualization of their union. The first case we consider is that of two 
module specifications sharing a common parameter part. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let MODi= (PAR, IMPi, BODi, EXPi) for i= 1,2 be module 
speczyications and h: PAR -+ ACT a parameter passing morphism. Then 
act,(ACT, MOD1 + rAR MOD2) = act,(ACT, MOD1 ) + acTbact,(ACT, MOD2), 
where ACT/a = (0, ACT, ACT, ACT). 
ProoJ Let MOD3 = MOD1 + rAR MOD2 = (PAR, IMP3, BOD3, EXP3) and 
MODE” = act,(ACT, MODi) for i = 1,2, 3. Let us prove first that the import inter- 
faces of MOD3’ and MOD1 ’ + .c.r,MOD2’ are the same. Consider the following 
diagram 
i2 
PAR -IMP2 
il 
j2’ 
IMPl’ 
The back, top, and left side squares are pushouts corresponding to the construc- 
tions of the import interfaces of MOD1 + PARMOD2, act,(ACT, MOD2) and 
act,(ACT, MODl), respectively. The “diagonal” square (PAR, ACT, IMP3, 
IMP3’) is the pushout diagram defining the import interface of act,(ACT, MOD3). 
By the pushout properties of IMPl’ and IMPZ’, there exist unique specification 
morphisms jl’: IMPl’ + IMP3’ and j2’: IMP2 ’ -+ IMP3’ such that the bottom and 
right side squares commute and the morphism i3’: ACT -+ IMP3’ is the diagonal of 
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the front square. Hence the front square is a commutative diagram. To show that 
IMP3’ = IMPl’ + .o.IMP2’, let Z be a specification and fi: IMPi’ + Z specification 
morphisms such that f2.i2’=fl.i1’. Then fl.hl: IMPl-,Z and f2.h2: 
IMP2 + Z satisfy f 2. h 2 . i2 = f 1 I h 1 . i 1 and therefore, since the back square is a 
pushout, there exists a unique f 3: IMP3 +Zsuch that f3.ji=fi-hi, i=1,2. Since 
the diagonal diagram is a pushout, there is a unique f 3’: IMP3 -+ Z satisfying 
f3=f3’.h3andf3’~i3’=f2.i2’=fl.il’.Finally,toshowthatf3’.jl’=fl it 
suffices to note that f 3’. jl’ and f 1 make the two triangles in the diagram 
h 
PAR ) ACT 
il 
IMP1 _ 
commute. By uniqueness of the morphism from IMPl’ to Z, the two morphisms 
must coincide. Similarly, f 3’ .ZZ’ = f 2. Hence IMP3’ is the pushout object of 
IMPl’ and IMP%’ w.r.t. ACT. The proofs that EXP3’ = EXPl’ + . ..EXP2’ and 
BOD3’=BODl’+ .c=BOD2’ are the same by symmetry and by Lemma 3.2. 
The next interesting case to consider is that of two module specifications 
MODi= (PARi, IMPi, BODi, EXPi) sharing a common subparameter part PAR0 
via specification morphisms pi: PAR0 -+ PARi, i = 1,2. Let ACT1 and ACT2 be 
actual parameter specifications with parameter passing morphisms hi: 
PARi -+ ACTi. The union MOD3 = MOD1 + PAR,,MOD2 has PAR3 = 
PAR1 + pARoPAR2 as parameter part which must be actualized by a union of ACT1 
and ACT2. 
Each choice for this union leads to a different actualization of MOD3. Let ACT0 
be a specification and let ho: PAR0 -+ ACT0 and ki: ACT0 -+ ACTi be specification 
morphisms such that hi. pi = ki . ho, i = 1,2. The morphism h0 represents the com- 
mon actualization of PAR0 induced by the actualizations h 1 and h2 through pl 
and p2. The two extreme cases of the union ACT1 + ACToACT2 correspond to 
choosing ACT1 = ACT0 = ACT2, where both PAR1 and PAR2 are intended to be 
actualized by the same specification, and to setting ACT0 = PARO. In the latter 
case, the actualized union is not quite the “union” of the individual actualizations, 
due to the injectivity requirements in 1.4, but can be defined as a pushout in the 
category of module specifications and module morphisms [20]. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let MOD3 = MOD1 + pARoMOD2, ACT3 = ACT1 + Ac.roACT2 
and h 3 = h 1 + ho h 2 be defined as above. Then 
act,,(ACT3, MOD3) = act,,(ACTl, MODl) + AcToaiact,,(ACT2, MOD2). 
571/35/l-7 
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The proof of this theorem is similar to the previous one and a special case of the 
next. An intuitive argument can be summarized as follows: the import interface 
IMP3’ of the left-hand side contains a copy of IMP3 = IMP1 + rAROIMP2 and a 
copy of ACT3 = ACT1 + *oToACT2 with the PAR3 = PAR1 + rARoPAR2 part 
identified. Hence it contains a copy of IMP1 and ACT1 identified through PARI, 
which is IMPl’ and, similarly, a copy of IMP2’. But a copy of IMP1 and one of 
IMP2 duplicate PAR0 while ACT1 and ACT2 have ACT0 in common. This 
duplication is eliminated by identifying the “gluing” of PAR0 and ACTO, which is 
just ACTO. 
The most general situation is that of two module specifications MODi= (PARi, 
IMPi, BODI, EXPi), i = 1,2, which share a common submodule MOD0 = (PARO, 
IMPO, BODO, EXPO) and which are actualized by hi: PARi -+ ACTi, i = 0, 1, 2. 
If the actualization is “uniform,” that is, if ACT0 is a subspecification of ACT1 
and ACT2, and h0 is the restriction of both h 1 and h2 to ACTO, then the union of 
the individual actualizations is equal to the actualization of the union of the 
modules by the union of the actual parameters. 
4.3. THEOREM. act,,(ACTl, MODl) + actho(AcTo, MODOpth2(ACT2~ MOD21 = 
act h, +,,/,,(ACTl + moACT2, MODI + r.,moMOD2). 
Proof: Let mi,, mi,, mi,, and mi, be the specification morphisms from MOD0 
to MODi, i = 1,2, as in Definition 1.4. Let fi: ACT0 -+ ACTI, i = 1, 2, be injective 
specification morphisms. The actualization is uniform if fi . h0 = hi. mi, for i = 1,2. 
We will restrict our attention to the export interfaces. The proofs for the import 
interfaces and for the body parts are identical by the symmetry of the roles of the 
interfaces and by Lemma 3.2, while no proof is necessary for the parameter parts, as 
they are all empty on both sides of the equation. Let, as before, act,,(ACTi, 
MODi) = (0, IMPi’, BODi’, EXPi’), i = 0, 1, 2. 
We need to show that EXP3’ = EXP3 + rAR3ACT3 is equal to 
EXP 1’ + rXPO’ EXP2’. To this extent, we will use a general result of category theory 
[ 181 on the commutativity of colimits. Let I and J be the following diagram 
categories 
I= ACT + PAR -+ EXP, J=l+-o-+2 
and define a functor F: Ix J-+ CATSPEC on the objects by letting, for i = 0, 1,2, 
F( ACT, i) = ACTi 
F(PAR, i) = PARi 
F( EXP, i) = EXPi 
and on the morphisms by extending, using composition, 
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F( PAR -+ ACT, idJ = hi 
F( PAR -+ EXP, idi) = ei 
F(id ACT,O-+i)=fi 
fWPARy 0 -+ i) = mi, 
F(idEXP y 0 --r i) = mi,. 
The extension is well defined since, for example, F(PAR -+ EXP, 0 -+ 1) can be 
obtained either as 
F(idEXP, 0 -+ 1) . F( PAR + EXP, ido) = ml E. e0 
or as 
and the two morphisms are the same by Definition 1.4. The assumption on the 
uniformity of the actualizations is used for F(PAR --) ACT, 0 + i). Since CATSPEC 
is closed under pushouts, Colim,. J F exists and it is equal to both Colim,(Colim,F) 
and Colim,(Colim,F), that is, the colimit can be computed componentwise. But 
Colim,(Colim,F) = Colim,(ACT3 c PAR3 -+ EXP3) = EXP3’ 
while 
Colim,( Colim, F) = Colim,( EXPl’ +- EXPO’ + EXP2’) = EXP 1’ + EXPO, EXP2’ 
and the proof that the export interfaces are the same is complete. The specification 
morphisms EXP3’ + BOD3’ and IMP3’ + BOD3’ are also the same as they are 
uniquely induced by the universal property of EXP3’ and IMP3’, respectively. 
In the previous theorems, we started with two module specifications MOD1 and 
MOD2 actualized separately and took their union and showed how to obtain an 
equivalent module specification by actualizing (by an appropriate actual 
parameter) the union of MOD1 and MOD2. For the opposite problem, i.e., decom- 
posing the actualization of a union into a union of ‘actualizations, let MOD3 = 
MOD1 + MoDoMOD2 be actualized by h 3: PAR3 = PAR1 + pARoPAR2 -+ ACT. 
Since PAR3 is a p.o. object, h3 decomposes uniquely into h 1: PAR1 + ACT and h2: 
PAR2 -+ ACT, with common part ho: PAR0 + PAR1 + ACT = PAR0 + PAR2 --f 
ACT. Then 
act,,(ACT, MOD3) = act,,(ACT, MODl) + acthO(ACT,MODO)act,,(ACT, MOD2). 
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5. PARAMETERIZED ACTUALIZATION 
In the previous two sections, we only considered the simplest case of 
actualization by a single actual parameter. We now discuss a slightly more general 
case, where we allow actualization of a module specification by a parameterized 
specification, PS = (Par, ACT). Given a parameterized specification, i.e., a pair of 
specifications Par and ACT with an injective specification morphism a: Par -+ ACT 
(usually inclusion), the result of actualizing MOD = (PAR, IMP, BOD, EXP) by 
PS = (Par, ACT) w.r.t. a parameter passing morphism h: PAR -+ ACT is the 
module specification act,(PS, MOD) = (Par, IMP’, BOD’, EXP’) with the 
following commutative diagram 
a e’ 
Par -ACT ------EXP’ 
a 
I 
ACT 
I 
S’ 
IMP’ * BOD’ 
where IMP’, BOD’, and EXP’ are as in Definition 3.1. Since the result in 
Proposition 3.3 does not depend on the morphism a, we still have (PAR, IMP, 
BOD, EXP) as a submodule specification of (ACT, IMP’, BOD’, EXP’) and the 
result of Theorem 3.4 still holds. 
5.1. THEOREM. The unrestricted semantics SEM’ of act,(PS, MOD) is given by 
SEM’ = id,,, + ,dpAR SEM. 
Unlike the situation with standard actualization, the actualized module 
specification has a parameter part Par. While the restriction functor R, of MOD is 
compatible (Proposition 3.3) with the functor R,, of (ACT, IMP’, BOD’, EXP’), it 
need not be compatible with the restriction functor R,, .(l of (Par, IMP’, BOD’, 
EXP’). 
We can relate the restricted semantics of MOD and act,(PS, MOD) only under 
the additional condition of “parameter consistency.” 
5.2. THEOREM. Let h: PAR + ACT be a parameter passing morphism which is 
‘parameter consistent,” i.e., such that there is a specification morphism p: PAR -+ Par 
with a. p = h. Then 
Vhe. RSEM’ = RSEM . Vhir 
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where RSEM and RSEM’ are the restricted semantics of MOD and act,(PS, MOD), 
respectively. 
Proof. Since V,, . RSEM’ = V,, . R,. .~ . SEM’, RSEM . Vhj = R, . SEM * Vhj and 
by Theorem 5.1, R,. SEM . Vhj= R,. V,, . SEM’, it suffices to show that 
Vhp . R,. a = R, . V,,. Let A’ E EXP’: 
(1) By definition of R,,.., we have V,,(&..(A’))c V,,(A’) and 
v,(v~,(R,...(A’)))= V,(V,...(R,...(A’)))= V,(v,,..(A’))= v,(v,,(A’)). Hence 
V/,,(R,,.JA’)) E (BE EXP: B c VdA’), V,(B) = V,( V,wW) 1 
and therefore 
(2) By definition of R,, we have R,( V&A’)) c V,,(A’) and by 
Proposition 3.3, R,( Vh/,,(A’)) = V,,( RJA’)). Notice now that V,. .( R,.(A’)) = 
V,( V,,( R,.( A’))) = V,( V,,( A’)) = V,, .( A’) and R,.( A’) c A’. Hence 
RJA’) E {B E EXP’: B c A’, BPar = A’,,,) 
and thus R,,.JA’) c RJA’) which, in turn, implies V,,(R,, .,(A’)) c V,,(&(A’)) = 
Red V/AA’)). 
The usefulness of the result in the last theorem is questionable (at best!) due to 
the additional assumption of parameter consistency, but it is the best possible if we 
limit. the discussion to the basic algebraic case. The situation improves considerably 
if the interfaces can be described by algebraic specifications and other constraints 
[ 10, 61. In particular, if the semantics of the parameterized specification PS is taken 
into account, then we can explicitly describe the restricted semantics RSEM’ of 
act,(PS, MOD) in terms of the restricted semantics RSEM of MOD. By consider- 
ing parameterized specifications as special cases of module specifications with 
export = body and parameter = import, we follow [ 8, 91 in defining the semantics 
of PS = (Par, ACT) as the free (persistent) functor F,: Par + ACT. After 
actualization, the semantics of the new import interface is no longer loose and the 
specification is augmented with constraints to allow only IMP’-algebras of the form 
Z+ .F,(P’), where F,(P’) is the ACT-algebra freely generated by P’ E Par. Under 
these conditions, it can be shown [6] that the restricted semantics of act,(PS, 
MOD) satisfies 
RSEM’(Z+ .F,(P’)) = RSEM(Z) + .F,(P’). 
Note also that these conditions are compatible with the result in Theorem 3.5. 
The interaction of parameterized actualization and the union of module 
specifications is easy to describe since all the results (and proofs) of Section 4 are 
still valid for the import, body, and export parts of the actualized module 
specifications, while the verification for the parameter part is straightforward. We 
will only state the most general result of the compatibility of parameterized 
actualization with the union of two modules sharing a common submodule. 
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Given parameterized specifications PSj = (Parj, ACTj), j= 0, I, 2, with aj: 
Parj + ACTj, and specification morphisms pj: Par0 + Parj and qj: ACT0 + ACTj 
satisfying aj . pj = qj . ~0, j = 1, 2, we can form the union PSI + psO PS2 as in 2.4. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let MOD0 be a submodule specification of MOD1 and MOD2, 
PSO a parameterized subspeclfkation of PS 1 and PS2 and let hj: PARj -+ ACTj, 
j = 0, 1, 2, be uniform parameter passing morphisms. Then 
= act h, +,,d’sl +pso p=, MODI +MODO MOD2). 
Unlike the standard case discussed in Section 3, a parameterized actualization of 
MOD provides a module with a new nonempty parameter part which can be 
actualized again by another parameter passing morphism. As the last result of this 
paper, we will show that successive actualizations are equivalent to a single 
actualization by an appropriate actual parameter. First, we review the parameter 
passing mechanism in [S, 91 for parameterized specifications. Given 
PSl = (Parl, ACTl), PS2 = (Par2, ACT2) and a specification morphism 
hl : Par1 -+ ACT2, the result of passing PS2 to PSl by hl, denoted by PSl *h, PS2, 
is the parameterized specification PS3 = (Par3, ACT3) as in the following diagram 
Par1 *ACT1 
hl 
I I 
hl’ 
Par3 = Par2 - ACT2 *ACT3 
5.4. THEOREM. Let MOD be a module spec$ication, PSj= (Parj, ACTj), j = 1,2, 
parameterized spec@cations, and h: PAR -+ ACT1 and hl : Par1 -+ ACT2 
specification morphisms. Then 
act,,(PS2, act,(PSl, MOD))=act,,,.,(PSl eh, PS2, MOD). 
Proof: Once more, we will discuss only the export interfaces. Let MOD1 = 
act,(PSi, MOD) and consider the following diagram 
PAR - EXP 
I I (1) 
Par1 -ACT1 ------+EXPl 
1 (3) 1 (2) J 
Par2 -ACT2 ------ACT3 -EXP’ 
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If (1) and (2) + (3) are pushouts, then EXP’ is the export interface of act,,(PS2, 
act,(PSl, MOD)) by definition of actualization. But (3) is a pushout by definition of 
PSl *hl PS2 and therefore so is (2) by standard properties of pushouts. Since com- 
position of pushouts is a pushout, so is ( 1) + (2), which is exactly the definition of 
the export interface of act,,, .,(PSl *hl PS2, MOD). 
We close this paper with a few remarks. First of all we have considered here the 
operation of actualization only between plain specifications (parameterized and 
not) and modules. From a methodological point of view, there is no reason why the 
actualization of a module MOD by (the export interface of) another module MOD’ 
should not be included, and, in fact, [11] contains a proposal for such an 
operation, in the special case where the import interface and parameter part of 
MOD’ coincide. The general case cannot be handled with basic algebraic 
specifications but requires the use of additional generating or logical constraints 
[6, lo]. This type of extension is being investigated. 
The interaction between union and actualization presented here is only part of 
the work done in establishing the compatibility properties of the basic interconnec- 
tions of module specifications [S, 203. The compatibility of composition with 
standard actualization was already shown in [ 11). Compatibilities are essential to 
guarantee that the modular structuring of large software systems does not depend 
on the order in which the operations are applied. 
We have used the analogy of Ada packages in Section 1 to illustrate the module 
concept : a more detailed comparison can be found in [ 11, while [ 121 discusses the 
similarities with Modula-2 modules. Among other proposals of module definitions, 
we should mention OBJ2 [ 133 and Extended ML [23], in which the notion of a 
module includes semantical conditions on the interfaces, not present in Ada and 
Modula-2. 
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